Chevrolet suburban 2007

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. We are excited to offer this Chevrolet Suburban. This gently driven vehicle has been
well-kept and still has the showroom shine. This is one of those rare vehicles that comes along
for just a brief moment. More information about the Chevrolet Suburban: The Chevrolet Tahoe
and Suburban both offer excellent cargo and towing capacity, with the Suburban rated to pull as
much as 9, pounds. A new active fuel management system helps mitigate fuel economy issues
associated with the big V8 engine, and an optional third-row seat can expand
passenger-carrying capacity to nine. The new frame-up redesign for makes the Tahoe and
Suburban more powerful, efficient, and better looking than ever before. Interesting features of
this model are Capacious cargo space, room for nine, and comfy rough-road capability.
Powered by a reliable 5. All the power and performance you need is here in our Rear Wheel
Drive SUV that can seat the whole crew comfortably while securing up to 18mpg on the
highway. The exterior is enhanced by polished inch wheels, chrome accents, roof rails, and
running boards. Inside our LT, you will find the luxury features you demand. Enjoy peace of
mind knowing our Chevrolet provides four-wheel ABS, an army of airbags, LATCH for child
seats, StabiliTrak with proactive roll avoidance, tire pressure monitoring, and daytime running
lights to keep you out of harm's way. Load up everyone and head on your next adventure in this
versatile Suburban LT! Print this page and call us Now Anywhere on the planet, you will have
hundreds of digital stations to choose from. This Chevrolet Suburban has satellite radio
capabilities. Protect it from unwanted accidents with a cutting edge backup camera system.
This model has four wheel drive capabilities. This unit is outfitted with an OnStar
communication system. This Chevrolet Suburban has an automatic transmission that includes a
manual shifting mode. This unit is equipped with front side curtain airbags. Front and rear side
curtain airbags are included on it. This Chevrolet Suburban can run on either gasoline or E85
fuel. Equipment listed is based on original vehicle build. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Best In Market pricing Check out
trim, options and conditions Transmission Issues. Mechanics Special! All Dressed, Four Wheel
Drive, 5. We will provide you with the best vehicle experience possible. Your complete
satisfaction is our 1 priority. We're located conveniently in Shakopee, MN. Stop in for a visit or
call us at Service at Shakopee Chevrolet is so easy. This will make a great ice fishing vehicle
with plenty of cargo seats, 2nd and 3rd row seating that folds flat if need be. Leather interior,
heated seats, and much more! For more information contact Mo Kraft at All the power and
performance you need is here in our Four Wheel Drive SUV that can seat the whole crew
comfortably while securing up to 18mpg on the highway. The exterior is enhanced by alloy
wheels, chrome accents, roof rails, and running boards. Inside our LTZ, you will find luxury
features you demand. Enjoy comfortable leather seats, a large sunroof, premium audio system,
as well as keyless entry, and power windows and locks. Enjoy peace of mind knowing our
Chevrolet provides 4 wheel ABS, an army of airbags and daytime running lights to keep you out
of harm's way. Load up everyone and head on your next adventure in this great Suburban LTZ!
If you have income we have options!!! Whether you want to be entertained or informed to laugh
think or sing XM has the perfect channel for you-coast-to-coast and in digital-quality sound. All
fees and programming subject to change. Subscription subject to customer agreement. For
more information visit gm. Over the past twenty years, the business has grown into the
Piedmont Triads 1 used car dealership. Make your move before it's too late schedule a test drive
today! Odometer is miles below market average! For that unequaled hometown buying
experience, stop in to see our inventory of vehicles, or call us today at for more information. LT
trim. Our unmatched service and diverse Cadillac inventory have set us apart as the preferred
dealer in Portland. Visit us today to discover why we have the best reputation in the Portland
area. Price does not include a charge for 0. This Chevrolet Suburban is reliable and stylish. It
will ease your mind knowing you are making a great investment. Every major mechanical
system has been inspected and found to be in good working order. Buy from us with full
confidence. We are only minutes away from Estero, stop by and visit us today. It comes with a 8
Cylinder engine. Complete with a timeless gray exterior and an ebony interior, this vehicle is in
high demand. This safe and reliable SUV has a crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars! Call or visit
to talk with one of our vehicle specialists today! Tapp motors has been in business for over 70
years and look forward to helping you. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Cylinders 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Price
Drop. Title issue. Know The Deal. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Ready to leave on 3K mile trip from Saskatchewan Canada to Disneyland

California pulling a 33 foot camper and our Hemi Durango wouldn't start and dealer had no idea
how to fix. Found the Burb 5. Little less power than Hemi but better in everything else. Wife and
3 kids loved it. Added 1 qt oil in 3K miles, running Mobil 1 synthetic. Drove through cold and
extreme heat, pouring rain, and wind with no problems. Very impressed overall. Better mileage
then the Hemi and larger gas tank much appreciated as some stretches with minimal fuel
service. But really, it is a full size vehicle, so who cares about mileage. Get a crossover if you
want mileage. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to
identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. I like the amount of seating it has,
family of 6. I love the amount of storage capability. I dislike that it doesn't get great gas mileage.
I love all of the room. It is really good to take out of town. It does use a lot of gas when you are
driving around in town. Overall there is a lot of space. Rides smooth. The main issue is with the
engine. How GM designed the engine it only lasts about , miles. I have 4 children so I love the
size of the vehicle. The only complaint I have is that is seems I love it 'cause it is roomy, and I
can fit my kids and friends kids in my car. The only think it drinks a lot of gas. Sunroof, heated
leather in front and middle seats, DVD player, power locks, windows, seats. Remote keyless
entry. It does not hook up to a phone. I have loved this car from day one! It is got k miles on it
and still runs great! I feel safe in it and have taught my daughter to drive it as well! My favorite
car to date! I bought suburban used with miles on it and I have had nothing but problems with it
I have put thousands of dollars into it. Even with additional warranty I have issues with oil
leaking window Wheels lock, brakes stick, ac doesn't work sometimes, radio is fuzzy, unreliable
most of the time yet gets you where you need to go. I love suburban because they are roomy. I
have 4 growing boys and they need room. I like the entertainment system. Having a DVD player
is a lifesaver for long trips. Our model is an lt so we do not It's roomy and comfortable but it has
the typical Chevy electrical issues of the era. I love the space but hate the gas mileage. It is
great for a big family but not so great for the wallet when you have a family of 5. I love my
suburban because of the size. And the storage it has. I love the looks and the comfort. But the
AFM in the 5. It makes the lifters go out from lack of oil to them. And it has It's a really great SUV
will last a lifetime if taken care of lots of room great for long trips. You can't go wrong with this
SUV. It big and reliable, nice and roomy, and very safe. It does not have the best gas mileage
but it is reliable on the road, and had the option of 2 wheel or 4 wheel drive. It perfect for wintery
or wet Just bought and love it Thank you so much. We are a large family with 4 kids and we
travel a lot. This truck is extremely roomy for all the kids, and still gives room in the back behind
the third row for all the suitcases and luggage. This truck runs very smooth in town and on
highways. The dashboard also alerts me when the tires are low on tire pressure, and even
indicates which tire it is so you don't have to guess. My Chevrolet Suburban is roomy. I love the
space because I have a large family. I have space in the back for sports equipment or groceries.
I can sit 8 people. I don't like the floor space for the third row because it's a little crowded. I have
issues with my running lights particularly on the passenger side. We have replaced the bulbs
numerous times. Overall it's a great vehicle and I love it. It guzzles the gas. It gets maybe 18
mpg on the highway and 15 around town. I have to put oil in it at least once a month because it
has a leak. It's expensive to maintain. But it's so roomy and Boat and trailer owners in particular
gravitate toward What's the Chevy Suburban transmission fluid type? What are the chevy
suburban speaker sizes? How much freon does the Chevy Suburban take? How much oil does
the Chevy Suburban take? Answers are provided by third parties. We do not guarantee
accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to. Source
FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Exterior
Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Dark Blue Metallic. Bermuda
Blue Metallic. Summit White. Gold Mist Metallic. Amber Bronze Metallic. Silver Birch Metallic.
Sport Red Metallic. Chevrolet Suburban Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to
identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive Owner
Reviews. It's amazing for its size and amount of Read More. It is very reliable. It makes me feel
safe It is a very safe vehicle and very spacious. You will be replacing the engine around I have a
lot of room for my family. Lots of options, does not hook up to phone. Most comfortable, huge
SUV out there! Top Negative Owner Reviews. Problems with this vehicle have been non Another
unreliable vehicle. My take on the Chevy suburban. Get the larger engine. The 5. It is amazing all
around, except for the gas The suburban from to Has the A reliable and safe vehicle. Conner
Lee Blewett Beckvold wrote on June 6, Katrina L wrote on March 18, Tammy M wrote on
February 15, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Problems. Owner Reviews For Fuel Economy.
Interior Features. Exterior Features. Driving Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable Equipment.
Combined MPG: Owner's Choice. Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions.
Answer: The Chevy Suburban came straight from the factory with A4 speed 4LE automatic
transmission as standard. This transmission will need to use Dexron VI but You also the the

option of using multivehicle You will come into difficulties with the sound. This might be from
the stereo's speakers or a phone that is connected to the Answer: The Chevy Suburban takeS5
liters 5. Answer: The Chevy Suburban takeS40 ounces of freon. This would be sufficient for
refilling the front and rear. As freon can be hazardous, if handled improperly, it is Answer: The
Chevy Suburban takeS6 quarts of oil. Your oil needs to be changed out someday. Every 5, to 10,
miles or so is a good rule of thumb. If You don't replace it, there will be problems with the See
all Frequently Asked Questions. Side Not Rated. See all Safety Features. Best SUVs. Best SUVs
for the money. Best Affordable SUVs with 3 rows. Best Small SUVs. Browse By Category. Small
Cars. It's heavier than we'd like and it still doesn't have a fold-flat third row, but the Chevrolet
Suburban is much more refined than the previous truck. If you need a full-size SUV with
maximum capacity, the Suburban is a compelling choice. One of GM's most popular full-size
SUVs, the Chevrolet Suburban debuted back in and has long been an easy go-to choice for big
families seeking a roomy, comfortable vehicle suitable for everyday use and recreation. The
Suburban is essentially a longer version of the Tahoe, with a inch longer wheelbase and an
overall length that, at For , Chevy has completely redesigned the Suburban with the aim of
improving everything that's important in the large SUV segment: power, cabin space,
convenience features and safety equipment. Alongside newer competitors, the
previous-generation Chevy Suburban was increasingly outclassed in its later years, although its
spacious interior made it an easy pick over the Expedition and Sequoia for families who needed
maximum passenger and cargo space. The new Chevrolet Suburban rectifies most of the
model's deficiencies. Interior fit and finish is now excellent as soft-touch materials, tight gap
tolerances and stylish design are present. On the outside, the Suburban's slab-sided exterior
styling is clean, but in profile it looks more Ford than Chevrolet. A major benefit of the new look
is improved aerodynamics as the Suburban slices through the wind nearly as efficiently as
some sporty coupes. Under the skin, the Chevy Suburban is still a traditional body-on-frame
SUV with a solid rear axle. But the chassis' evolution, though subtle, is significant. Chevrolet
says that body stiffness has been increased significantly, and the old front torsion-bar
suspension has been ditched in favor of a suppler coil-spring layout. Recirculating-ball steering
has given way to a more precise rack and pinion system and the ABS-controlled four-wheel disc
brakes are larger and more powerful than they were before. Because of its seating for up to
nine, huge interior and powerful standard V8 engine, we suggest that consumers in need of a
traditional, full-size SUV take a hard look at the Chevrolet Suburban. Other vehicles in this
class, such as the Ford Expedition and Nissan Armada, still offer a few advantages, among
these a fold-flat third-row seat. But overall we think the Suburban is a compelling choice for
those whose passenger and cargo capacity requirements run to the extreme. Most folks should
be happy with the well-stocked LS, which counts a front split bench seat, full power accessories
including six-way driver seat , dual-zone climate control, an MP3-capable CD player and a trip
computer as standard features. The LT-1 adds steering-wheel-mounted audio controls, front
bucket seats with a center console, foglamps and color-keyed exterior trim. The LT-2 adds
leather seating, an in-dash six-disc CD changer, power-adjustable pedals, remote vehicle
starting and rear parking assist. Move up to the LT-3 and these features are added: heated front
seats with way driver adjustment and a Bose audio system with XM Satellite Radio. Setting the
LTZ apart are inch alloy wheels, heated second-row seats, a locking rear differential, power
liftgate, rain-sensing wipers, power-folding second-row seats, a third-row seat and the Autoride
rear air suspension. Many of these features are available on the other trim levels as options.
Other major options for the Suburban include a navigation system, a rearview camera and a
rear-seat DVD entertainment system. Chevrolet offers two V8s for the Suburban. Standard on
the Suburban half-ton is a 5. Equipped with GM's cylinder deactivation technology, this V8
promises improved fuel-efficiency over last year's engine. A four-speed automatic transmission
comes with both power plants. Whether buyers opt for the or models, they have a choice of
either rear- or four-wheel drive. An automatic locking rear differential is optional on all trims
except the LTZ, on which it's standard. Towing capacities range from 8, for the 4WD to 9,
pounds for the 2WD. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes are standard on all Suburbans, as is
stability control, a tire-pressure monitoring system and GM's OnStar emergency
communications system. A three-row side curtain airbag system with a rollover sensor is
standard on the LT-3 and LTZ and optional on all other Suburbans. For such a big truck, the
Chevrolet Suburban is fairly quick and can get to 60 mph in under 9 seconds. However, the 5.
Plus, dipping into the power will quickly pull mileage down to the low teens. There are only so
many ways to trick physics: depending on the model, a Suburban can weigh anywhere from 5,
to 6, pounds. A new suspension with coil-over shocks up front and a five-link setup out back
along with rack and pinion steering make for more composed handling and a smoother ride
than before. But with its hefty curb weight, the Suburban doesn't feel nimble around corners.

Aimed for the horizon on an interstate, there aren't many better cruisers than the '07 Suburban.
The cabin is quiet at speed, and the ride is comfortably controlled over bumps. Those used to
past Suburbans will be pleasantly surprised by the version's high-quality materials, fine fit and
finish and logical control layouts. Depending on how you equip your Suburban, anywhere from
six to nine passengers can be transported, and maximum cargo capacity stands at a substantial
Although the Suburban's second row is available with a power-folding feature, the third-row
seats must still be removed manually to optimize cargo space, and based on our experience,
those seats are heavy and difficult to maneuver. Even with the second seat up there's 90 cubes
still available and nearly 46 with all seats in use. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Suburban SUV. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease
specials Check out Chevrolet Suburban lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. No fold-flat third-row
seat, acceleration can be sluggish when fully loaded, hefty curb weight dulls handling. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Suburban for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Chevrolet Suburban is completely redesigned.
Interior materials quality is dramatically improved, and the Suburban now has cleaner exterior
styling, more accurate steering and a bit more power. Read more. Write a review See all 97
reviews. Ready to leave on 3K mile trip from Saskatchewan Canada to Disneyland California
pulling a 33 foot camper and our Hemi Durango wouldn't start and dealer had no idea how to fix.
Found the Burb 5. Little less power than Hemi but better in everything else. Wife and 3 kids
loved it. Added 1 qt oil in 3K miles, running Mobil 1 synthetic. Drove through cold and extreme
heat, pouring rain, and wind with no problems. Very impressed overall. Better mileage then the
Hemi and larger gas tank much appreciated as some stretches with minimal fuel service. But
really, it is a full size vehicle, so who cares about mileage. Get a crossover if you want mileage.
Read less. Around miles I noticed our suburban started consuming 1 quart of oil per miles. Over
the past 2 years I have had the dealership try various "fixes" but it still consumes oil. This is
becoming a trend with the '07 suburban as others are experiencing the same problem. My
vehicle will be at the dealership for a week for the next round of exploratory surgery on the
engine. Hopefully they can find a fix as I am running out of powertrain warranty in a few months.
The first 2 years with this vehicle we had repeated electrical problems with battery discharge.
GM found a fix for that. I have had a , and now Suburban. It's like a Harley and motorcycles,
everything else is not a Suburban. Roomy, fresh, with many nice features. Decided to move up
to a large SUV to accomodate our growing family and have been very pleased. We have an LT3
trim level vehicle with most of the options sunroof, Nav radio, rear DVD, power liftgate, rear
camera, heated seats white with the tan interior. Rides and handles great on road, not much off
road use yet. Front and 2nd row bench seats are reasonably comfortable. Vehicle has some nice
touches. For example, dome lamp override keeps the lights off to offload sleeping kids at night,
the remote vehicle start during cold weather turns on the seat heaters. Exterior style nicer than
it's Yukon XL cousin. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Suburban. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,

CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Just bought and love it Thank you so much. We are a large family with 4 kids and we travel a lot.
This truck is extremely roomy for all the kids, and still gives room in the back behind the third
row for all the suitcases and luggage. This truck runs very smooth in town and on highways.
The dashboard also alerts me when the tires are low on tire pressure, and even indicates which
tire it is so you don't have to guess. My Chevrolet Suburban is roomy. I love the space because I
have a large family. I have space in the back for sports equipment or groceries. I can sit 8
people. I don't like the floor space for the third row because it's a little crowded. I have issues
with my running lights particularly on the passenger side. We have replaced the bulbs
numerous times. Overall it's a great vehicle and I love it. Change Year. Owner Reviews. Expert
Review. For Sale Near Me. Select Model: LS. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp.
OnStar services require vehicle electrical system including battery , wireless service and GPS
satellite signals to be available and operating for features to function properly. OnStar acts as a
link to existing emergency service providers. Diagnostic capability varies by model. Visit onstar.
Exterior Features Assist steps, Black, mounted between front and rear wheels Optional Mirrors,
outside heated power-adjustable, manual-folding Mirror caps are Black. Optional Door handles,
Black Optional Moldings, color-keyed bodyside Optional Glass, Solar-Ray deep-tinted all
windows except light-tinted glass on windshield and driver- and front passenger-side glass
Optional Wipers, front intermittent wet-arm with flat blade and pulse washers Optional Wiper,
rear intermittent with washer Optional Headlamps, dual halogen composite with automatic
exterior lamp control and flash-to-pass feature Optional Luggage rack side rails, roof-mounted,
Black Optional Daytime Running Lamps, with automatic exterior lamp control Optional Fascia,
front color-keyed Optional Fascia, rear color-keyed Optional. Optional Air bags, dual-stage
frontal, driver and right-front passenger with Passenger Sensing System right-front passenger
air bag status on inside rearview mirror Always use safety belts and the correct child restraints
for your childs age and size. Even in vehicles equipped with air bags and the Passenger
Sensing System, children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat. Never place a
rear-facing infant restraint in the front seat of any vehicle equipped with an active frontal air
bag. See the vehicles Owners Manual and child safety seat instructions for more safety
information. Optional Daytime Running Lamps, with automatic exterior lamp control Optional.
Mechanical Features Engine, Vortec 5. Optional Engine, Vortec 5. Optional Engine, Vortec 6.
Optional Transfer case, electronic Autotrac with rotary controls Requires 4x4 models. Optional
Rear axle, 3. Optional Wheels, 4 - 17" x 7. Optional Wheels, 4 - 16" x 6. Optional Wheel, 17"
Optional Key, single, 2-sided Optional Axle Ratio: Optional Gross Vehicle Weight Ratio:
Compare Models LS. Vortec 5. Gross Vehicle Weight. Exterior Features Assist steps, Black,
mounted between front and rear wheels. Mirrors, outside heated power-adjustable,
manual-folding Mirror caps are Black. Door handles, Black. Moldings, color-keyed bodyside.
Glass, Solar-Ray deep-tinted all windows except light-tinted glass on windshield and driver- and
front passenger-side glass. Wipers, front intermittent wet-arm with flat blade and pulse washers.
Wiper, rear intermittent with washer. Headlamps, dual halogen composite with automatic
exterior lamp control and flash-to-pass feature. Luggage rack side rails, roof-mounted, Black.
Daytime Running Lamps, with automatic exterior lamp control. Fascia, front color-keyed.
Fascia, rear color-keyed. Interior Features Seat adjuster, driver power. Seat adjuster, driver
power Not available with vinyl seats. Not available with B39 cargo mat. Lighting, interior with
dome light, driver-and passenger-side door switch with delayed entry feature, cargo lights, door
handle or Remote Keyless Entry-activated illuminated entry and map lights in front and second
seat positions. OnStar, 1-year of Safe and Sound plan. Steering wheel controls, mounted audio,
Driver Information Center and cruise controls, includes Driver Information Center controls on
instrument panel to right of steering wheel. Steering wheel, leather-wrapped. Mirror, inside
rearview auto-dimming with 8-point compass and outside temperature display. Instrumentation,

analog with speedometer, odometer with trip odometer, fuel level, voltmeter, engine
temperature, oil pressure and tachometer. Power outlets, 3 auxiliary, volt, includes 2 on the
instrument panel and 1 in the cargo area. Console, overhead mini with map lights. Assist
handles, front passenger and second row outboard. Visors, driver and front passenger
illuminated vanity mirrors, padded with cloth trim, extends on rod. Floor mats, color-keyed
carpeted front and second row, removable. Floor covering, color-keyed carpeting. Windows,
power with driver Express-Down and lockout features. Defogger, rear-window electric. Door
locks, power programmable with lockout protection. Cruise control, electronic with set and
resume speed. Remote vehicle starter prep package, includes Remote Keyless Entry. Air
conditioning, dual-zone manual climate control with individual climate settings for driver and
right-front passenger. Air conditioning, rear auxiliary. Warning tones, headlamp on,
key-in-ignition, driver and right-front passenger safety belt unfasten and turn signal on. Tire
Pressure Monitoring System does not apply to spare tire. Heater, rear auxiliary with rear
passenger heating ducts. Audio system feature, 8-speaker system. Air bags, dual-stage frontal,
driver and right-front passenger with Passenger Sensing System right-front passenger air bag
status on inside rearview mirror Always use safety belts and the correct child restraints for your
childs age and size. Even in vehicles equipped with air bags and the Passen Safety belts,
3-point, driver and right-front passenger. Conner Lee Blewett Beckvold wrote on June 6, Katrina
L wrote on March 18, Tammy M wrote on February 15, See All Reviews Continue to Overview.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Chevrolet Suburban owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Had to play with
different angles of insertion to get it to fill up". Basically the engine design is faulty and is going
to need to be replaced. It now uses a quart of oil every miles. GM knew there were issues with
this engine and would not replace it because when ori". A knock developed and then got worse.
Turns out a cylinder head was stuck. A complete rebuild was required". Front differential output
seals and ext housing gasket leaking". Found out that this is not an uncommon problem with
the 5. It is a known problem with GM but they refuse to address it". I paid for a programming
change to turn this mode off, but am still losing oil though less This problem often results in
piston damage or at worst requires a complete engine replacement". Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. The suspension was changed 6 months ago. Otherwise the car has been
terrific except for gas mileage". The inside tread would wear down to the nubs while the rest of
the tire looked brand new. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Takes 5 minutes of engine running to pump the lifter
back up. Oil consumption quarts between oil changes". Active fuel management on these
motors from all had the same problem. Engines from the factory used to immediately consume
from quarts between oil changes, then eventually the motor would end up having no oil
pressure requiring replacement. This motor was replaced with a rebuilt one with all the parts to
prevent this issue from reoccurring. GM's lack to acknowledge this as a problem lost all
credibility with". Come to find out that RAP only sells contracts for other service contract
companies. The company that they sold for in this case was Interstate National Dealer Services
who denied the claim to fix the car due to the mileage, which is still within the terms of the
contract. I have spen". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery,
battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor
failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Can turn on but not always set to hold speed". Easily
replaced. Buffed and clear coated, but clear coat peeled". Think it may be the module under
front seats". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Now there are 4 cracks. Two are around airbag and one is a complete seperation
of the dash, back to front, behind steering wheel. Multiple brackets are broken which allowsthe
entire dash to be loose and rattling including around airbag. There are multiple websites, blogs,
facebook page, devoted to this issue. It affects model years thru which all have same issues
and cracks in exactly the sam". Was fixed satisfactory". One bearing was worn and left metal
particle pieces in differential gear oil. Chevy service department gave excellent service". Pinion
bearings were set-up too tight. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers,

rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Replaced brake pads". This
cause vibration and wearing off the rotors". Having trouble identifying cause of the problem".
Even when everything checks out. Waste of gas, time and money when it is a GM problem". Not
true". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. Happened 3 times. Found residue on spark plug head". Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Door did not open and continually
shut down other activities with the door, telling them it was open, but was not. Sensor on the
car for the remote only functions p". Second time in 2 years. Even with dye have not been able
to track down the leak. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Parts were
very expensive as well as labor. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Chevrolet Suburban Change Vehicle. The huge Suburban
might not be politically correct, but it has been the vehicle of choice for large families, or those
who need heavy-duty towing and off-road capabilities for quite some time. Suburban seats up to
nine though more commonly seven or eight with plenty of room for luggage. It has a
comfortable ride, a quiet interior and a well-mannered V8 engine. However, handling is ungainly
and fuel economy is poor. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability.
Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View
Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Accessory belts or
pulleys "belts showed wear. A complete rebuild was required" Nicholas L. It is a known problem
with GM but they refuse to address it" Ted B. I paid for a programming change to turn this mode
off, but am still losing oil though less This problem often results in piston damage or at worst
requires a complete engine replacement" Anonymous, NC Chevrolet Suburban LT 6. GM's lack
to acknowledge this as a problem lost all credibility with" Scott H. I have spen" Jerry P. Cruise
control "Cruise control works intermittently. Can turn on but not always set to hold speed"
Anthony L. Buffed and clear coated, but clear coat peeled" Anthony L. Loose interior trim or
moldings "Cracks started showing up in dash around passenger side airbag during third year of
ownership. It affects model years thru which all have same issues and cracks in exactly the
sam" Ted B. Chevy service department gave excellent service" A C. Replaced brake pads"
Anonymous, NC Chevrolet Suburban LT "routine maintenance detected and repaired before an
issue" Anonymous, MN Chevrolet Suburban Premature brake wear "Brakes were not working
properly, they lock and found out that the rear breaks were not working and the front breaks
wear worn out in less than a year. This cause vibration and wearing off the rotors" Luis C.
Emission control devices includes EGR "Check engine light indicates failed emission control.
Not true" Anthony L. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Tranny went out 11 days after
extended warranty expired! Alternator "Alternator has gone out twice in 6 months" Nicholas L.
Mirrors "Mirrors failed will not fold flat. Air or water leaks "Fitting broke in coolant line going
into the heater core. Catalytic converter "Needed replacement along with vapor canister. See All
Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. An inflator explosion may result in sharp
metal fragments striking the driver or other occupants, resulting in serious injury or death. Read
Recall Details. These inflators may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after
long-term exposure to high absolute humidity, high temperatures, and high temperature
cycling. What should you do:. GM will notify owners, and dealers will replace the front
passenger air bag inflator with an alternate one, free of charge. Interim letters notifying owners
of the safety risk are expected to be mailed beginning March 1, Second notification letters will
be mailed once the remedy is available. Owners may contact Chevrolet customer service at ,

Cadillac customer service at , and GMC customer service at GM's number for this recall is N
Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Virgin Islands or "Zone A. Owners may
contact Chevrolet customer service at ; Cadillac customer service at ; and GMC customer
service at Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how
we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free
for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 41 " Rear head room 39 " Front shoulder
room 65 " Rear shoulder room 65 " Front hip room 64 " Rear hip room 62 " Front leg room
Maximum ca
trailer plug in adapter
2000 camry cabin filter
volkswagens suck
rgo capacity Standard seating 7 Exterior Length Gross weight 7, lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity
Torque rpm 4, Payload 1, lbs. Maximum towing capacity 7, lbs. Drive type four-wheel Turning
radius Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider
allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for
your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel
Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration

